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Introduction {#slct202001709-sec-0001}
============

In last two decades, entire world faced three major outbreaks of coronaviruses like Severe Acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), middle east respiratory syndrome (MERS) and novel coronavirus disease i.e., COVID‐19. The first case of recent outbreak of COVID‐19 was recognized at Wuhan, Hubei, China five months ago. Later, it spread to the whole world and affects health as well economy globally in a very short span. Although, the world is well equipped with technological advances and well aware of the complete structural details to deal with the outbreak of coronavirus (CoVs), still all are struggling to find out its cure. Since ancient times, appearance or reappearance of several diseases have affected the human life significantly.[1](#slct202001709-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} From the early 1900s to date, around 250 viruses species have been evolved, and these keep on increases in the coming years (Figure [1](#slct202001709-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[2](#slct202001709-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

![Discovery curves for human viruses. **(a)** Virus discovery curve by species. A cumulative number of species reported to infect humans. Statistically significant upward breakpoints are shown (vertical lines). **(b)** Virus discovery curve by family. A cumulative number of families containing species reported to infect humans. (Copyright permission © 2012 The Royal Society).[2](#slct202001709-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}](SLCT-5-7521-g008){#slct202001709-fig-0001}

Historical background {#slct202001709-sec-0002}
=====================

Starting from the tobacco mosaic virus (1892), foot‐mouth disease virus (1898), yellow fever virus (1901) followed by a deadly virus created influenza epidemic during World War‐I and took around 50 million lives. It is an all‐time high in the mankind history[2](#slct202001709-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and this virus probably one of the influenza virus species.[3](#slct202001709-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

Coronavirus disease (COVID) was first reported in 1931, and the first coronavirus (HCoV‐229E) isolated from humans in 1965. These infect various birds, animals, and mammals, including humans. The isolation of the prototype murine coronavirus strain of coronavirus was reported in 1949.[4](#slct202001709-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} The pathogenesis and replication mechanisms of various coronaviruses have been elaborated in details since the 1970s. Human coronaviruses (HCoVs) were first identified in 1960 and caused acute upper respiratory infection (URI).[5](#slct202001709-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} CoVs affected the humans worldwide and are the pathogenic agents for both mammals and avian. These viruses can infect respiratory, hepatic, central nervous, and gastrointestinal systems of humans, bats, birds, mice, and some wild animals.[6](#slct202001709-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} These viruses are highly pathogenic to humans. Previously, CoV causes an epidemic of SARS in humans and infected thousands of people in Guangdong province of China, in 2002‐2003, followed by MERS in Saudi Arabia in 2012.

CoVs are pleiomorphic, enveloped, with an average diameter of ∼120 nm, and club‐shaped surface projections 20 nm (glycosylated spike glycoprotein) as shown in Figure [2](#slct202001709-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.[7](#slct202001709-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These viruses belong to family Coronaviridae, which shows crown‐like appearances under an electron microscope. The CoVs contain large, positively charged strands of RNA associated with nucleocapsid phospholipid protein and the genetic material is surrounded by viral glycoproteins. The CoVs have three types of membrane proteins, which include the spike glycoprotein, membrane protein, and small hydrophobic membrane protein. In addition to these proteins, other proteins like hemagglutinin esterase (HE) has been isolated from a different group of coronaviruses which are not present in the SARS‐CoV genome.[8](#slct202001709-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} The spikes of coronavirus cause infection in host cells. The structure of spike is clove shaped and has trimeric S1 head and S2 stalk, respectively (Figure [2](#slct202001709-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). During infection, S1 (head) of virus spike binds to host cell receptor for viral attachment and S2 (stalk) allow viral genome to enter into host cell through fusion of viral and host membrane surface.[9](#slct202001709-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

![**(a)** General structure of CoVs and **(b)** Representation of the general structure of prefusion CoVs spikes.](SLCT-5-7521-g009){#slct202001709-fig-0002}

Apart from these four principle structural proteins, various coronavirus also encodes some special structural and accessory proteins like 3a/b protein, 4a/b protein and hemagglutinin‐esterase (HE) protein.[10](#slct202001709-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} The subgenomic RNAs (sgRNAs) of coronaviruses encodes all the structural and accessory proteins.[11](#slct202001709-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The translation of coronavirus genomic RNA is controlled by the replicase‐transcriptase protein genes. These replicase‐transcriptase proteins encoded by two open‐reading frames (ORF) namely, ORF1a and ORF1b, respectively. These two ORFs are synthesized two large polyproteins like pp1a and pp1ab. The first ORF is 2/3^rd^ of the entire genome length from the 5′‐terminal and they encode a pp1ab polyprotein.[7b](#slct202001709-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"} The pp1ab polyprotein further divide into 16 nonstructural proteins (1‐16 nsps) except in the gamma‐coronavirus lacks nsp1. Most of the nonstructural proteins are very important and plays critical role in coronavirus viral RNA synthesis. The functions of some nonstructural proteins are not reported so far. There are 16 nsps of coronavirus form Double‐Membrane Vesicles (DMVs). Some nsps have hydrophobic transmembrane domains which acts as achor to the pp1a/pp1ab proteins with membranes during replication‐transcription complexes formation.[12](#slct202001709-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Interestingly, the nsps or viral replication processes are found to be potential antiviral drug targets which might be helpful in the development of drugs against coronavirus.[13](#slct202001709-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} These nsps regulate genome transcription and replication processes.[7b](#slct202001709-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#slct202001709-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For example, nsp10 has role in viral replication/transcription complexes formation whereas the viral RNA replication and transcription are controlled by nsp12.[14](#slct202001709-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} It is essential to understand the function of all nsps for the development of promising drugs/vaccines against the COVID‐19 pandemic. The function of 16 nsps of coronaviruses are shown in the Table [1](#slct202001709-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} that helps to interpret CoVs for effective design of drugs.

###### 

Functions of non‐structural proteins (nsps) of CoVs.

  nsps    Functions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   References
  ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  nsp1    Promotes degradation of cellular mRNA as well as blocks translation of host cell, obstructive distinctive immunity reaction, inhibit interferon (IFN) signals                                                                                                                                                               [15](#slct202001709-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp2    Some functions are not known, holds to prohibitin proteins                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  [16](#slct202001709-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp3    Multi‐domain large transmembrane protein, functions include: • N protein interact with Ac and Ub11 domains • Cytokine expression promote due to ADRP activity • Viral polyprotein cleaved by PLPro/Deubiquitinase domain which blocks host innate immune response • Unknown function of NAB, SUD Ubl2, G2M, and Y domains   [17](#slct202001709-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp4    Potential transmembrane scaffold protein, Role in (DMVs formation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           [18](#slct202001709-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp5    chymotrypsin‐like protease (3CLpro), main protease (Mpro), cleaves viral polypeptides, inhibit interferon (IFN) signals                                                                                                                                                                                                     [19](#slct202001709-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp6    Restrict expansion of autophagosome, Potential transmembrane scaffold protein, double‐membrane vesicle (DMV) formation                                                                                                                                                                                                      [20](#slct202001709-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp7    Formation of hexadecameric complex (cofactor) with nsp8 and nsp12, role as a processivity clamp and primase for RNA polymerase                                                                                                                                                                                              [21](#slct202001709-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp8    Forms hexadecameric complex (cofactor) with nsp7 and 12, may act as primase as well as processivity clamp for RNA polymerase                                                                                                                                                                                                [21a](#slct202001709-bib-0021a){ref-type="ref"}, [21c](#slct202001709-bib-0021c){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#slct202001709-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp9    RNA binding protein, Dimerization                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           [23](#slct202001709-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp10   Stimulates 2‐O‐MT and ExoN activities, Scaffold protein for nsp14 and nsp16,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                [24](#slct202001709-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp11   unknown functions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           [14](#slct202001709-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15d](#slct202001709-bib-0015d){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp12   Primer and RNA‐dependent, RNA polymerase                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    [25](#slct202001709-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp13   RNA helicase, 5′ triphosphatase                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             [26](#slct202001709-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp14   Exoribonuclease activity for viral genome proofreading, N7‐Mtase activity adds 5′ cap to viral RNAs, 3′‐5′ exoribonuclease,                                                                                                                                                                                                 [24b](#slct202001709-bib-0024b){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#slct202001709-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp15   nsp15 endoribonuclease, evasion of dsRNA sensors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            [28](#slct202001709-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}
  nsp16   2'‐O‐Methyltransferase (2′‐O‐Mtase); avoiding MDA5 recognition, negative regulation of innate immunity                                                                                                                                                                                                                      [24a](#slct202001709-bib-0024a){ref-type="ref"}, [24c](#slct202001709-bib-0024c){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#slct202001709-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}
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Human coronavirus is spreading rapidly among people via viral respiratory infections like cough and sneeze. Coronavirus disease is most contagious and lethal. Various stains of coronaviruses have been reported so far (Table [2](#slct202001709-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The incubation periods and clinical symptoms of each coronaviruses are varying significantly. The symptoms and incubation periods of human coronaviruses play very important role in the identification and diagnosis of coronavirus diseases, shown in the Table [2](#slct202001709-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

HCoVs and their clinical symptoms[30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

  **HCoVs**                   **Clinical Symptoms**                                                                                                                                                                                  **Incubation Period**                              **References**
  --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **HKU1**                    Fever, Cough, Respiratory Tract Illness (RTI), Sneezing, Dyspnea, Pneumonia                                                                                                                            2--4 days                                          [31](#slct202001709-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}
  **229E**                    Fever, Chills, Cough, Acute Rhinorrhea, Malaise, Nasal Congestion and Discharge, Headache, Throat Sore                                                                                                 2--5 days                                          [32](#slct202001709-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}
  **OC43**                    Fever, Cold, Cough, Sputum, Dyspnea, Headache, Nasal Congestion and Discharge, Sneezing, Throat Sore                                                                                                   2--5 days                                          [33](#slct202001709-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}
  **NL63**                    Fever, Cold, Cough, Respiratory Distress, Wheeze, Rales, Rhinorrhea, Tachypnea, Hypoxia                                                                                                                2--4 days                                          [34](#slct202001709-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}
  **MERS‐CoV**                Fever, Cough, Cold, Shortness of Breath, Gastrointestinal Symptoms, Sore Throat, Arthralgia, Diarrhea and Vomiting, Pneumonia, Acute Renal Impairment, Multiple Organ Failures, Rapid Kidney Failure   2--13 days                                         [35](#slct202001709-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}
  **SARS‐CoV**                Fever, Cough, Cold, Rigor, Shortness Of Breath, Gastrointestinal Symptoms, Myalgias, Headache, Malaise, Dyspnea, Respiratory Distress, Diarrhea, Pneumonia                                             2--11 days                                         [35a](#slct202001709-bib-0035a){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#slct202001709-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}
  **SARS‐CoV‐2 (COVID‐19)**   Fever, Coughing, Cold, Sore Throat, Nasal Congestion and Rhinorrhea, Diarrhea, Asymptomatic, Organ Function Damage, Acute Kidney And Cardiac Infection, Liver Dysfunction, Pneumothorax                2--14 days but in some cases extended to 24 days   [10](#slct202001709-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#slct202001709-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}
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The viral spike glycoprotein is dimer or trimer and has two functions: attaching the virus to receptor sites located on the host surface and activate the virion membrane to fuse with host membrane so that RNA genome released inside the host cell.[38](#slct202001709-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} It may be noted that coronaviruses attack inside the cell membrane rather than acting on the surface of host cells. CoVs genome is non‐segmental, and the two‐third portion consists of overlapping ORFs responsible for translating the polyproteins. Remaining ORFs of genomes contained for structural proteins. Depending upon the protein sequences CoVs are subcategorised into four genera (α‐, β‐, γ‐, and δ‐CoVs).[39](#slct202001709-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The two genera α‐ and β‐ were primarily associated with rodents and bats for their genes source, although birds are the key reservoir for γ‐ and δ‐CoVs. So far, there are seven human coronaviruses (HCoVs) reported in literature where two of the coronaviruses (229E and NL63) are α‐CoVs, while remaining five coronaviruses namely, SARS, MERS, OC43, HKU1, and SARS‐CoV‐2 are β‐CoVs.[40](#slct202001709-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} However, past few years, studies are underway to explore these viruses and develop potential drugs to cure the people from the infection.[7b](#slct202001709-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [32c](#slct202001709-bib-0032c){ref-type="ref"}, [33a](#slct202001709-bib-0033a){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#slct202001709-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

There are various natural hosts of coronaviruses have been reported so far. Natural hosts are mainly mammals, birds, dog, man, pig, cat, mouse, bat, mouse, tree sparrow, chicken, etc. (Table [3](#slct202001709-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). These hosts are very important in the identification of specific coronavirus strains. Several coronaviruses are classified as species in the Coronaviridae.[7a](#slct202001709-bib-0007a){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#slct202001709-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} A total of 37 coronaviruses and their natural hosts are shown in Table [3](#slct202001709-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, which provides information about specific genera like α, β, δ and γ and acronym of each CoVs. Woo et al. analyzed 3306 birds species in which only 1.1% of species found positive for CoV as mentioned in Table [3](#slct202001709-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}.[42b](#slct202001709-bib-0042b){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Coronaviridae with their natural hosts, acronyms, and genere[7a](#slct202001709-bib-0007a){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#slct202001709-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}.

  S.No.   Natural Host                                                Virus                                              Acronym             Genere
  ------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ------------------- --------
  1       Dog                                                         Canine coronavirus                                 CCV                 α
  2       Dog                                                         Canine enteric coronavirus                         CECV                α
  3       Man                                                         Human coronavirus 229E                             HCoV‐229E           α
  4       Man                                                         Human coronavirus NL63                             HCoV‐NL63           α
  5       Cat                                                         Feline infectious peritonitis virus                FIPV                α
  6       Pig, Swine                                                  Porcine epidemic diarrhea coronavirus              PEDV                α
  7       Pig, Swine                                                  Porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus   HEV                 α
  8       Pig                                                         Porcine transmissible gastroenteritis virus        TGEV                α
  9       Pig                                                         Porcine coronavirus                                PorCoV‐HKU15        α
  10      Bat                                                         Rhinolophus bat coronavirus                        HKU2                α
  11      Bat                                                         Myotis bat coronavirus                             HKU6                α
  12      Bat                                                         Miniopterus bat coronavirus                        HKU7                α
  13      Bat                                                         Miniopterus bat coronavirus                        HKU8                α
  14      Bat                                                         Hipposideros and Rousettus bat coronavirus         HKU10               α
  15      Cattle                                                      Bovine coronavirus                                 BCV                 β
  16      Man                                                         Human coronavirus OC43                             HCV OC43            β
  17      Man                                                         Human coronavirus HKU1                             HCoV‐HKU1           β
  18      Man                                                         Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus       MERS‐CoV            β
  19      Mouse                                                       Murine hepatisis virus                             MHV                 β
  20      Puffin                                                      Puffin coronavirus                                 PuCoV               β
  21      Bat                                                         SARS‐related Rhinolophus bat coronaviruse          SARSr−Rh‐Bat HKU3   β
  22      Bat                                                         Tylonycteris bat coronavirus                       HKU4                β
  23      Bat                                                         Pipistrellus bat coronavirus                       HKU5                β
  24       Bat                                                        Rousettus bat coronavirus                          HKU9                β
  25      Man                                                         Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus      SARS‐CoV            β
  26      Chinese bulbul, Red‐whiskered bulbul, Sooty‐headed bulbul   Bulbul coronavirus                                 BuCoV HKU11         δ
  27      Grey‐backed thrush                                          Thrush coronavirus                                 ThCoV HKU12         δ
  28      White‐rumped munia, Chestnut munia                          Munia coronavirus                                  MunCoV HKU13        δ
  29      Japanese white eye                                          White‐eye coronavirus                              WECoV HKU16         δ
  30      Tree sparrow                                                Sparrow coronavirus                                SpCoV HKU17         δ
  31      Oriental magpie robin                                       Magpie robin coronavirus                           MrCoV HKU18         δ
  32      Black‐crowned night heron                                   Night heron coronavirus                            NHCoV HKU19         δ
  33      Eurasian wigeon                                             Wigeon coronavirus                                 WiCoV HKU20         δ
  34      Common moorhen                                              Common moorhen coronavirus                         CMCoV HKU21         δ
  35      Chicken, Fowl                                               Infectious bronchitis virus                        IBV                 γ
  36      Pheasant                                                    Pheasant coronavirus                               PhCoV               γ
  37      Turkey                                                      Turkey coronavirus                                 TCV                 γ
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Bats and birds are reservoirs of distinct types of CoVs. The evolution model of HCoVs is shown in Figure [3](#slct202001709-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.[30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} According to the evolutionary model (Figure [3](#slct202001709-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), the origin of first CoVs might be in the bat and transfer to birds or vice‐versa. Based on the Figure [3](#slct202001709-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the bat coronavirus family transfer the virus to other bat species and then, further transfers to mammals, including humans. Similarly, the bird CoVs transfer to another bird species and further transfer in birds and mammals like pigs and whale.[15d](#slct202001709-bib-0015d){ref-type="ref"}

![Intra‐ and Inter‐Species Transmission of Human Coronaviruses. Red, yellow, green, blue, brown, and purple arrows represent the transmission of MERS‐CoV, SARS‐CoV, NL63, HKU1, OC43, and 229E, respectively, between bats, camels, cows, humans, and masked palm civets (shown in a legend on the side of the figure). Unbroken arrows represent confirmed transmission between the two species in question, and broken arrows represent suspected transmission (Copyright permission @ 2016 Elsevier Ltd.[30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).](SLCT-5-7521-g010){#slct202001709-fig-0003}

Human coronaviruses {#slct202001709-sec-0003}
-------------------

The human coronavirus first emerged in 1965 and was obtained from human embryonic tracheal culture from adults suffering from the common cold by Tyrell and Bynoe.[43](#slct202001709-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Similar findings were carried out by Hamre and Procknow[44](#slct202001709-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} on common cold specimens and isolated a new category of virus known as 229E from WI‐38 lung cell line culture. These two human respiratory viruses were sensitive to ethers and get multiplied in the presence of inhibitors of DNA synthesis.[45](#slct202001709-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Later, McIntosh and his group at the NIH, Bethesda isolated six morphologically related viruses grown in organ culture, OC43 and OC38. The term "coronaviruses" described in 1968 based on crown‐like projections on the surface for the new generation of viruses.[46](#slct202001709-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

Human and animal coronaviruses were classified under three main categories, category‐I has 229E and similar type of other viruses, category‐II has OC43 and similar viruses, while in category‐III, avian infectious bronchitis viruses (IBVs) were included.[47](#slct202001709-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Both 229E and OC43 coronaviruses are impacting globally in the winter season, and incubation time is less than one weak.[48](#slct202001709-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Another epidemic was caused in 2002 emerged from Guangdong Province, China caused by SARS‐HCoV. The virus spread in almost 30 countries, and more than 7900 patients were reported to suffer from this viral infection. The SARS‐HCoV was isolated from the Himalayan palm civets and was believed to originated from a live animal market in Guangdong Province, China.[49](#slct202001709-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} The worldwide spread of the virus was accompanied by the incubation period of 4--7 days and the highest viral load on the 10^th^ day.[50](#slct202001709-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Patients infected with this virus show myalgia, headache, fever, and respiratory difficulties. Severe conditions present with lymphopenia, liver disfunction, diffused alveolar damage, an increased number of macrophages.[42e](#slct202001709-bib-0042e){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#slct202001709-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} The virus was re‐emerged in late 2003 because of favourable condition available for amplification of virus and it was isolated from horseshoe bats.[50](#slct202001709-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

The fourth human coronavirus strain, HCoV‐NL63 was identified by Hoek and co‐workers[52](#slct202001709-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} in Netherland and was isolated from seven months old baby in 2004. It was observed that about 4.7% of common respiratory problems in children due to HCoV‐NL63.[30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In 2004 again, fifth human coronavirus strain, HCoV‐HKU1 was isolated by Patrick and co‐workers[53](#slct202001709-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} from 71 years old man suffering from pneumonia and bronchiolitis in Hong Kong. The old person was returned from Shenzhen, China. The virus causes acute asthmatic exacerbation and it was different from common pneumonia.[22](#slct202001709-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

In Saudi Arabia 2012, MERS‐HCoV (6^th^ HCoV) reported in an old aged patient who suffered from acute pneumonia and renal failure. MERS‐HCoV sequenced and resemble with SARS‐CoV group and placed in the same category with a new lineage. MERS‐HCoV, unlike SARS‐CoV, observed with severe symptoms along with more epidemic and sporadic nature.[54](#slct202001709-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Recently, emergence of 7^th^ HCoV reported in late December 2019 from Wuhan of China. The pandemic outbreak of the novel coronavirus is most devastated to date resulting in 6.27 million infected and 379 thousands deaths so far until this paper was written up to 3^rd^ June 2020. SARS‐CoV‐2, which shares 82% nucleotides similarities with SARS‐HcoV..[55](#slct202001709-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The novel coronavirus shows an incubation period of 2--14 days but in some cases extended to 24 days and spread rapidly through inanimate surfaces (metal, plastic, and glass) where it persists up to 9 days. The pandemic outspread can only be controlled through surface disinfestation procedures by applying ethanol (62‐71%), 1‐propanol (70%), 2‐propanol (70%), H~2~O~2~ (0.5%), and sodium hypochlorite (0.1%).[56](#slct202001709-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

Genome replication and transcription {#slct202001709-sec-0004}
------------------------------------

Coronavirus enters into host cells through viral spike (S) glycoproteins.[9b](#slct202001709-bib-0009b){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#slct202001709-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Spike (S) contains two subunits, namely, S1 and S2. The S1 subunit contains bind to host cell receptors via the receptor‐binding domain. Receptor binding is a crucial step to determine the host range for a coronavirus. Some human coronavirus has receptors like angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) for SARS‐CoV and HCoV‐NL63, aminopeptidase N (APN) for HCoV‐229E, 9‐O‐acetylated sialic acid HCoV‐HKU1, and HCoV‐OC43, and dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) for MERS‐CoV.[58](#slct202001709-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} In the case of novel COVID‐19, the receptor‐binding domain (RBD) of S protein has a strong affinity to angiotensin‐converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors of the bat and human.[59](#slct202001709-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} While S2 subunit comprises specialized fusion machinery that mediates fusion of viral and host cell membranes.[9a](#slct202001709-bib-0009a){ref-type="ref"}, [9b](#slct202001709-bib-0009b){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#slct202001709-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#slct202001709-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Later, S is cleaved at S2 of fusion peptide by proteases activities of the host in all coronaviruses.[61](#slct202001709-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} After entry, viruses get uncoated and start cap‐dependent translation of ORF1a from viral genomic RNA to produce polyprotein pp1a, and further translation of ORF1b encodes longer polyprotein pp1ab.[62](#slct202001709-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} The pp1a and pp1ab produce 15‐16 nonstructural proteins (nsps) through autoproteolytic cleavage. Significantly, nsp12 encodes the RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) activity,[25](#slct202001709-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} whereas nsp3 and nsp5 encode papain‐like protease (PLPro) and main protease (Mpro) activities, respectively.[63](#slct202001709-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} The nsp3, nsp4, and nsp6 from DMVs or spherules via also induce the rearrangement of the cellular membrane.[20a](#slct202001709-bib-0020a){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#slct202001709-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Further, the coronavirus replication transcription complex (RTC) is anchored and assembled at DMVs. The entire life cycle, replication and pathogenicity of SARS‐CoV‐2 is shown in Figure [4](#slct202001709-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}.[58a](#slct202001709-bib-0058a){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#slct202001709-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

![Modified schematic overview of SARS‐CoV‐2 life cycle in host cells. gRNA‐genomic RNA; ERGIC‐ER‐Golgi intermediate complex; sgRNA‐ subgenomic RNA; RTC‐replication transcription complexes; RdRP‐ RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase; nsps‐non‐structural proteins.](SLCT-5-7521-g011){#slct202001709-fig-0004}

Case studies {#slct202001709-sec-0005}
------------

HCoVs have different symptoms for various host, and accordingly dissimilar disease caused as mentioned in Table [2](#slct202001709-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Dromedary camels (Saudi Arabia) were responsible for the spread of different HCoVs in the middle east, including South Korea (2015).[30](#slct202001709-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Several countries such as the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Kenya, France, China, and other countries are profoundly affected by different types of HCoVs before Wuhan 2019 outbreak (Table [4](#slct202001709-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). In 2012, a novel β‐CoV MERS was found in an old aged patient in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia suffered from pneumonia, renal failure, and respiratory infection who linked to Jordon. Later on, doctors and nurses were examined for the CoV, but they found negative, which proposed that it was not scattered easily. The MERS‐CoV caused lower respiratory tract illness (RTI) in almost all over the globe, predominantly in the Middle East, and took 356 lives by February 2015.[42d](#slct202001709-bib-0042d){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#slct202001709-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} Sipilwa et al. have carried out the study to find and describe HCoV strains spreading all regions of Kenya and explored the epidemiological significance of human coronaviruses.[41a](#slct202001709-bib-0041a){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Case study of HCoVs in several countries.

  S.No.   Country                Coronaviruses strains                             Year         Effect                                                                                                                                        Ref.
  ------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1       Chicago, USA           HCoV 229E                                         1962         Respiratory infections among medical students at the University of Chicago                                                                    [5a](#slct202001709-bib-0005a){ref-type="ref"}
  2       Netherlands            HCoV‐NL63                                         2002‐2003    Replicated faster in monkey kidney cells as compared to HCoV 229E and OC43, matched with porcine epidemic diarrhea virus and HCoV 229E        [42c](#slct202001709-bib-0042c){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#slct202001709-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}
  3       Frankfurt, Germany     SARS‐CoV                                          2003         The patient traveled Singapore, Hong Kong, New York and During a stopover in Frankfurt, Germany on day 7                                      [67](#slct202001709-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}
  4       Hong‐Kong              MERS‐CoV, SARC‐CoV                                2003         SARS‐CoV behind the outbreak of severe respiratory infection in China in this period                                                          [51](#slct202001709-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#slct202001709-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}
  5       Shenzhen, China        SARS‐CoV, NL63, HKU1                              2003‐2004    Isolation of SARS‐CoV from civet cats, the study revealed that it might be originated from animals                                            [69](#slct202001709-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}
  6       Kenya                  HCoV 229E, NL63, OC43, HKU1                       2009--2012   Out of 417 samples, 2.4% HCoV‐NL63, ∼3% OC43, ∼2% HKU1, 1% 29E. CoVs are spreaded globally                                                    [41a](#slct202001709-bib-0041a){ref-type="ref"}
  7       Jordan, Saudi Arabia   MERS‐CoV                                          2012         Relatives are bat coronaviruses HKU4 and HKU5, 60 years old man died due to renal failure and respiratory infection linked to Jordon and SA   [42d](#slct202001709-bib-0042d){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#slct202001709-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}
  8       UK                     The origin of this novel coronavirus is unknown   2012         Severe respiratory infection, the patient traveled from Qatar and Saudi Arabia                                                                [70](#slct202001709-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}
  9       France                 HCoV‐OC43                                         2001‐2013    Genomic studies revealed to understand the dynamics of evolution of CoVs                                                                      [71](#slct202001709-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}
  10      USA                    HCoVs OC43, NL63, 229E, HKU1                      2014‐2017    Out of 854575 cases; 2.2% OC43, 1.0% NL63, 0.8% 229E, 0.6% HKU1. Cases inceased in between December and March                                 [40a](#slct202001709-bib-0040a){ref-type="ref"}
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Drugs and vaccines in the current scenario {#slct202001709-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------

Presently, the entire world is fighting againt COVID‐19 pandemic which is caused by SARS‐CoV‐2. This disease was first reported in the Hubai, China, in December 2019 and spreaded throughout the globe in a very short time.[1](#slct202001709-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [37a](#slct202001709-bib-0037a){ref-type="ref"} According to "WHO" as of 3^rd^ June 2020, the total number of confirmed COVID‐19 cases is approximately 6.27 million and 379 thousand deaths throughout the 216 countries in the world. At present, there is no effective drug available in the market to control the spread of COVID‐19. The researchers are working for the development of therapeutic drugs to treat infections.

*In silico* methods offer a way to methodically and rapidly yield additional repurposing candidates. Three‐dimensional structure for the main protease of SARS‐CoV‐2 in complex with N3 (PDB ID: 6LU7) available on the RCSB protein databank is being use in insilico study. Bioinformatics analysis is used to virtually screen the molecules to get the promising candidate against the main protease of SARS‐CoV‐2. A recent study published, relied on this approach, using the predicted structure of all SARS‐CoV‐2 proteins based on their homology with other known coronavirus protein structures, and identified several compounds with potential antiviral activity.[41d](#slct202001709-bib-0041d){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#slct202001709-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Since the outbreak of SARS‐CoV in 2003 and MERS‐CoV during 2005, evoked scientists to explore and elaborate the HCoVs.[7b](#slct202001709-bib-0007b){ref-type="ref"}, [40b](#slct202001709-bib-0040b){ref-type="ref"} Complete information at molecular level of any disease causing agents (virus/bacteria) may helpful in the development of the medicine. There are many approved drugs to cure the patients suffering from different diseases. These durgs are approved based on the efficacy and safety (pharmacology, formulation and toxicity) of medicines to humans. Subsequently, then many therapeutic and defensive agents have been discovered. More than 500 patents have been filed to combat these viruses in various authorities worldwide, so far.[73](#slct202001709-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} The treatment regimen of this epidemic appearance hard as the world is eyeing for the finding of effective drugs and vaccines. The pioneer of the pathophysiology of COVID‐19 sacked the world to discover the drug/antiviral.[37a](#slct202001709-bib-0037a){ref-type="ref"}, [41d](#slct202001709-bib-0041d){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#slct202001709-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Many of the broad‐spectrum antiviral drugs are in the trial stage at different levels to combat the effect of COVID‐19 by blocking the RNA polymerase, RdRp.[73](#slct202001709-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#slct202001709-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Some of the drugs are in trial stages such as quinine, chloroquine, lopinavir, ritonavir, alferon LDO, poly‐ICLC, streptokinase, arbidol and glucocorticoid alone or in a combination of hydroxychloroquine, ritonavir/ribavirin, ASC09/ritonavir, daunavir/lopinavir, interferon α‐2b/ribavirin, camrelizumab/thymosin, etc.[73](#slct202001709-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [75a](#slct202001709-bib-0075a){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#slct202001709-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} Till date, none of the compounds is approved drugs for curing from COVID‐19 infection in satisfactory way. In most of the countries on the trial basis, hydroxychlroquine with azithromycin have been used to cure the infected people. Further, it is reported that hydroxychlroquine is less effective when administered alone than in combination with the azithromycin. Although, hydroxychlroquine and azithromycin have toxicity to heart and hydroxychloroquine showed toxic effect on eye.[39](#slct202001709-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#slct202001709-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}

A biological preparation provides active acquired immunity against particular infectious disease like COVID‐19. It contains an agent that is similar to virus or microorganism caused disease. There are many vaccines are under preparation and at developmental stages throughout the world. Many vaccines are at first stage and few are waiting for human trial very soon. Till date, eight vaccines are under clinical trials throughout the world. These are Adenovirus Type 5 Vector, ChAdOx1, DNA plasmid vaccine with electropolation,[78](#slct202001709-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Inactivated, Inactivated + alum, mRNA and LNP‐encapsulated mRNA and these are developed by CanSino Biological Inc./Beijing Institute of Biotechnology, University of Oxford, Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Wuhan Institute of Biological Products/Sinopharm, Beijing Institute of Biological Products/Sinopharm, Sinovac, BioNTech/Fosun Pharma/Pfizer and Moderna/NIAID, respectively.[79](#slct202001709-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

Nanotechnology: viral inhibition and recognition with potent nanomedicines {#slct202001709-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Still, we are strugling to find out rapid detection kit, effective antiviral and drug to make potent theranostics against SARS‐CoV‐2. The peripheral protein sequence adaptation and genome modification of virus lead to the resistance toward conventional therapies. With the advent of nanotechnology in recent years, nanomedicine have emerged to be an alternative for conventional therapeutics.[80](#slct202001709-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Professor Chan emphasis on the development of nanotechnological tools as best weapon to deal with COVID‐19 and focussed on rapid point‐of‐care diagnostics, surveillance and monitoring, therapeutics and vaccine development. Identification, treatment and prevention using nanotechnology tools would escalate the development to fight against COVID‐19 as frontline tools.[81](#slct202001709-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} Kerry et al. explored the nano‐based technique to combat NIPAH virus and a similar method may be explored to combat HCoVs where nanosystems could be developed and used to treat viral diseases.[80](#slct202001709-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#slct202001709-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} In the last few years, nanomaterials have also been investigated against various viral strains, and promising results were attained. A prominent approach, development of iron‐based magnetic nanoparticles (IMNPs) as nanomedicine would help immensely to deal with COVID‐19.[80](#slct202001709-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} The movement of IMNPs can be controlled by the external magnetic field and targeted to affected organs invaded by COVID‐19, i. e., lung, throat, etc. without going to other organelles, as shown in Figure [5](#slct202001709-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}.[80](#slct202001709-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} IMNPs alone could interact with the nanovirus, COVID‐19[83](#slct202001709-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} as of similar size regime and destroy or inhibit it. Additionally, in combination with photodynamic therapy, it deforms the structure of nanovirus and inhibit the growth.[83](#slct202001709-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Except magnetic NPs, other nanomedicine can be utilized as antiviral agents such as Ti‐based NPs known for influenza virus,[84](#slct202001709-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} carbon‐based NPs elaborated for ebola, respiratory syncytial virus, etc.[85](#slct202001709-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Inhibition of norovirus and pseudorabies virus through viral replications or by attacking histo‐blood group antigens using Carbon dots,[86](#slct202001709-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} graphene oxides based nanomaterials preventing viral spread (coronavirus, respiratory syncytial virus) on the damaging virus by interacting with negative charge present over it[87](#slct202001709-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} and similarly other NPs such as Se NPs, solid lipid NPs, Ag NPs, Au NPs, etc. are also active in fighting against viruses.[88](#slct202001709-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Huy et al. reported the electrochemical synthesis of AgNPs and explored their activity against non‐enveloped viruses. The concentration of AgNPs up to 100 ppm or less was not cytotoxic, while antiviral activities were found in 3.13 ppm for 30 minutes of incubation with poliovirus.[89](#slct202001709-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} Viruses inactivation were carried out with different nanoparticles such as TiO~2~ NPs,[84b](#slct202001709-bib-0084b){ref-type="ref"} Au NPs,[88d](#slct202001709-bib-0088d){ref-type="ref"} and Silica NPs.[90](#slct202001709-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} The composite of various nanomaterials also exhibits promising results that may comprise the delivery of target species through nanocarrier. The nucleic acid‐based antiviral drugs face problems of cell penetration. The fragments of nucleic acid, therefore, introduced with the help of nanomaterials. Such an attempt was made by Levina et al., where they prepared titanium oxide nanoparticles and polylysine containing oligonucleotides (TiO~2~‐PL‐DNA) and used to target the influenza A virus (IAV).[84c](#slct202001709-bib-0084c){ref-type="ref"} The authors reported (‐) RNA strands as more sensitive for IAV segment 5. However, IMNPs have great advantageous here over other nanomedicine and drug because of less toxicity.

![Diagrammatic illustration of IMNPs based drug delivery system.](SLCT-5-7521-g012){#slct202001709-fig-0005}

Another strategy could be the development of nano‐biosensor to recognize and neutralize the epidemic of virus based on earlier development and detection of coronavirus. Nanosensor would open new possibilities to stop the outbreak of HCoVs by identifying the molecular species in real‐time. These sensors, based on semiconductors or hybrid nanomaterials, show rapid identification of the virus even at ultra‐low concentration.[82](#slct202001709-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#slct202001709-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} CdTe quantum dots (CdTe QDs) mixed with sandwiched complexes, NH~2~‐reporter, and biotin receptor and target DNA accelerating the research for developing a sensor for human T‐lymphotropic virus‐1 (HTLV‐1) identification.[92](#slct202001709-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Au NPs based materials are well known for the detection of various viruses such as dengue virus, influenza virus, bovine viral diarrhea coronavirus, etc.[93](#slct202001709-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} Recently, Seo et al.[94](#slct202001709-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} reported the field‐effect transistor (FET) based biosensor for SARS‐CoV‐2. The novel biosensor was fabricated by immobilizing the SARS‐CoV‐2 spike antibody on the graphene surface through 1‐pyrenebutyric acid N‐hydroxysuccinimide ester (PBASE) as probe linker. The FET based biosensor exhibited a good response for clinical samples obtained from nasopharyngeal swabs and cultured SARS‐CoV‐2 with a limit of detection of 1 fg/mL. Further, thiol modified antisense oligonucleotides capped AuNPs showed better response and sensitivity against RNA sequence of SARS‐CoV‐2 (0.18 ng/μL virus load) by modification in surface plasmon resonance behavior.[95](#slct202001709-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}

Role of medicinal plants and herbs in the treatment of COVID‐19 {#slct202001709-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Till today, there is no single vaccine developed for effective treatment of deadly coronavirus disease COVID‐19. On exposure to the deadly virus, the recovery rate of the patient mainly depends upon the strength of the immune system. According to WHO, 80% population of the developing country make use of herbal plants for successful treatment of various disease as well as for boosting up the immunity of individuals. The best preventive measures under practice to minimize the rate of infection includes primarily controlling the source of infection along with maintaining proper hygiene, avoiding crowded places, isolation, early diagnosis, and supportive treatments (boosting the immune system using herbal medicine). The herbal drugs are designed using specific parts of plants (roots, stem, bark, flowers, seeds, and fruits) to increase the resistance against the emerging and re‐emerging viruses and bacteria (used in Ayurveda, as mentioned in Charaka Samhita and Susruta Samhita). Various plants produce beneficial ingredients such as oregano oil, fennel, garlic, peppermint, echinacea, sambucus, licorice, astragalus, ginger, tulsi (*ocimum tenuiflorum*), turmeric, etc. which contain different flavones, alkaloids, polyphenols, etc. These substances release interferons and antibodies which play an essential role to fight against various viral disease. It also increases the quantity of phagocytosis that protects the body from harmful particles. One of the herbal drugs 'fifatrol', a natural antibiotic, is a combination of vital phytoconstituents, immunomodulatory and antioxidants. It is advantagenous against viruses, allergens, and bacteria, thereby providing multi symptoms relief.

The essential oil of garlic is a source of organosulfur compounds and allicin is a reactive sulfur species found in it. The organosulfur in the essential garlic oil inhibit the ACE2 (host‐receptor site of the virus) and main protease of the virus as well as to treat the infection due to SARS‐CoV‐2. Docking simulation and synergistic interactions show that the essential garlic oil has the ability to inhibit ACE2 and resist CoV‐19.[96](#slct202001709-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} This oil is also beneficial in treatment of antithrombotic, hypoglycemia, hypotension, and immunomodulation.

Natural products present in common vegetables are explored due to its tendency to effectively bind the active sites of COVID‐19 protease and hinder the viral replication. Turmeric (*Curcuma longa*), coriandrin, apple peels (ursolic acid), cucurbit vegetables (hederagenin), olive oil (oleanolic acid), rosemary, mint family plants (sageone), red pepper (apigenin), g*lycyrrhiza glabra* (glabridin) are some of the natural compounds that have better insight into the mode of inhibition of viruses and have the potential for further research.[97](#slct202001709-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} Further, *Anthocyanins* represent a class of glycosylated polyphenol, that can act as a potential therapeutic antiviral compounds. It produces anthocyanidins whose nanoformulation are used in drug delivery systems and can reveal antiviral effects through a number of ways, i. e., by binding to host cells, inhibiting viral life cycle, or stimulating host immunity.[98](#slct202001709-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} *Arundina gramnifolia* belongs to Orchid family and produces gramniphenol (orange gum) and others phenolic compounds that can unveil anti‐tobacco mosaic virus activity, in addition to anti‐HIV‐1 activity.[99](#slct202001709-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} *Codiaeum peltatum* bark extract is used as an anti viral, attributed to its structural novelty and antiviral potential against zika, chikungunya and dengue.[100](#slct202001709-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, z*ingiber officinale* (ginger) was used as an antiviral for the treatment of chikungunya virus.[101](#slct202001709-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}

The anti‐infectives is highly dependent on natural products and their structures. Combinatorial chemistry techniques have emerged as a successful approach for optimizing structures and have been used effectively in the optimization of various drugs.[102](#slct202001709-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} Few natural products that can act as starting materials for host‐targeting antiviral drugs show a broad spectrum in treating antiviral problems. Tannins that are normally found in plants acts as antimicrobial secondary metabolites. Hydrolysable tannins i. e. chebulagic acid and punicalagin possess inhibitory mechanism against bacteria, viruses, and eukaryotic microorganisms.[103](#slct202001709-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} Mycalamide is used for treatment of polio, HSV‐1 Influenza and CoV−A59 (Mice survival 14 days after A59 CoV infection under 0.1 mg/kg of 2% mycalamide A) and Griffithsin exhibits inhibitory effects against SARS‐CoV virus.[103](#slct202001709-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} Finally, there is a urgent need to develop natural antiviral medicines which can possess high chemical diversity and biochemical specificity to control coronavirus pandemics in future.

Future challenges and perspectives {#slct202001709-sec-0009}
----------------------------------

Controlling and development of vaccines to prevent the outbreak of infectious diseases such as COVID‐19, needs fast action. Till date, no efficient vaccine/drug for its treatment is developed. Clinically patients treatment is mainly supported by emphasizing on the strength of their immune systems. In case of respiratory failure, patients are kept in the intensive care unit. Various nonspecific drugs such as hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin, lopinavir etc. are used for treating COVID‐19; however, their actual effectiveness is still not apparent.Since nanotechnology has improvised therapeutic advancements in recent years and is an advanced combating tool in drug designing as well as drug targeting. Scientists could be encouraged towards the use of nanomaterials for targeting viral structures and depriving the impact of such novel viral infections.The traditional diagnostic methods for viral disease sometimes are bulky, expensive and require skilled staff to operate, as it requires cell culture and sample preparation and thus, they are limited to centralized laboratories. But, the application of nanosensors, new tools offers massive advantages in the diagnosis of viral diseases; it requires only suitable nanoparticles. The development of nanosensors will be beneficial due to low cost, rapid detection tool and can help in the epidemics such as COVID‐19. Moreover, the existing toxicity evaluations of the NPs, though, cannot eliminate health risks.To encounter the pandemic situation in the current scenario is herculean. However, it could be possible by undergoing strong preventive major like social distancing, avoiding crowded places, wearing a good quality mask, maintaining personal hygiene like washing hands regularly, and early diagnosis of infection is of utmost crucial if symptoms of disease appear.The herbal drugs designed using specific parts of plants (roots, stem, bark, flowers, seeds, and fruits) increase the resistance against the emerging and re‐emerging viruses and bacteria (used in Ayurveda, as mentioned in Charaka Samhita and Susruta Samhita). Oregano oil, fennel, garlic, peppermint, echinacea, sambucus, licorice, astragalus, ginger, tulsi, turmeric, etc. have flavinoids, alkaloids, polyphenol\'s plays an essential role against various viral infections. These herbs release interferons and antibodies against viruses. It also increases the quantity of phagocytosis that protects the body by harmful particles. One of the herbal drugs 'fifatrol' natural antibiotic combination of vital phytoconstituents, immunomodulatory and antioxidants is helpful against viruses, allergens, and bacteria, thereby providing multi symptoms relief.[104](#slct202001709-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}Since COVID‐19 outbreak is a global concern, therefore, confronting similar future situations needs uncompromising regulations. Zoonotic origin and genetically crossed species barriers need to be seriously encountered through the scientific database. Since 2019‐nCoV probably originated from bats and there are many future chances to get more viruses like this, which may prove more deadly and transmissible. Therefore, scientists must take fast action to recognize the origin of this deadly virus, discover active and safe drug and therapeutics to prevent its escalation and to combat any upcoming pandemic.
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